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Acute Angling and Worldwide Angling Join Forces! 

 

Acute Angling - Exotic Fishing Trips 

…. Summer Notes .... 
 

 Trip Options - We’ve started to 
reach the point in our season where 
most of our dates are filling up.  If you’ve 
got a trip in mind, now is the time to call 
and reserve your space, while options still 
remain. 
 

 WANTED - Your participation in our 
newsletter, “Fishing News”.  We’re  
looking for interesting articles, tips, pho-
tos and letters that you’d like to submit.  
Help us make our newsletter more var-
ied and relevant to the traveling angler. 
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Inside this issue: 

New Global Fishing Resource 
     Who will you work with? - The most knowl-
edgeable and dependable people in the business. 
     Paul Reiss - President.  Dedicated angler and 
Amazon explorer, Acute Angling’s founder is one 
of the world’s foremost authorities on peacock 
bass, both from a sporting and scientific perspec-
tive.  Fifteen years of immersion in the Amazon 
region have provided an unmatched body of 
knowledge.  Our unique exploratory trips and 
exclusive access to amazing rivers can be attrib-
uted to this blend of science and sportfishing.  
Paul will continue to  personally host a wide array 
of Amazon trips and expeditions. 
     David Caywood - Vice President.  Dave 
started Worldwide Angling 6 years ago.  During 
that time, he has done consulting work for the 

Georgia Aquarium in Atlanta and has handled the logistics for Flip Pallot, Host of  ESPN’s “Walkers 
Cay Chronicles”.  He has traveled around the world both as an angler and as an airline pilot for FedEx.  
His knowledge of Costa Rica and Central America brings capabilities equal to our Amazon expertise. 
      Garry Reiss - Secretary/Treasurer.  Garry has been Acute Angling’s administrative director for 
over a decade.  He is, and will continue to be, the force that makes every detail fall into place for our 
anglers on their trips of a lifetime.                                                   (continued on page 2) 

Fishing News 
Acute Angling’s Fall Fishing Newsletter 

lence that we will not deviate from. We will continue to use our   
specialized knowledge and collective experience to do everything 
necessary to ensure that your fishing trip will be the trip of a life-
time. We understand and appreciate the trust you have placed in us 
in the past and you can rest assured that we will remain committed 
to maintaining that same level of confidence for every trip we de-
liver in the future.  Most importantly, we’ll continue to treat our 
clients as the valued partners we’ve always considered them to be. 
       What Changes?  - Lots of positive stuff!  Worldwide An-
gling, as its name suggests, will bring an enlarged geographical 
scope to our capabilities.  We’ll now offer exciting trips to Alaska, 
Mexico, Costa Rica and other new destinations via Worldwide 
Angling’s long established relationships in those countries.  We 
have always been proud of the awesome fighting fishes we pursue.  
Now, in addition to the mighty peacock bass, the fabled payara, the 
acrobatic golden dorado and the gargantuan catfishes of South 
America, we’ll bring you the best of the rest of the world as well - 
marlin, tuna, sailfish, roosters, salmon, lake trout, pike, bass, tar-
pon, snook and more.  Adding the knowledge and experience of 
David Caywood to Acute Angling’s arsenal allows us to put the 
entire world of fishing at your disposal. (see page 2). 

     The News - We are pleased to announce that on July 1st, 2008, 
Acute Angling, Inc. and Worldwide Angling, LLC, joined forces. 
     Why? - It was logical.  Beyond the obvious benefits of increased 
capabilities and enhanced services for our clients, this undertaking 
was motivated by the mutual respect, trust and appreciation that 
each entity has long had for the other.  We’ve found that through 
the years we’ve been working closer and closer with each other.  
We’ve often talked about combining our resources in the future.  
Finally, we found that even our own clients were suggesting that we 
blend our operations, and so we’ve done it!  No more confusion, 
now we’re one family with one name and one address and a shared 
commitment to quality. 
     The New Company - The newly enhanced company will still be 
called Acute Angling but will now offer a wider range of skills, 
capabilities and trip options - made possible by the inclusion of 
Worldwide Angling.  Together, we overlap enough to form a cohe-
sive operation, while simultaneously, our complementary areas of 
expertise allow us to broaden our array of destinations.  Together 
we are greater than the sum of our parts.   
     What Stays the Same? - Our standards.  Both Acute Angling 
and Worldwide Angling have long adhered to a standard of excel-

David Caywood 
with our favorite 
fishing quarry 



four days of fishing, this 
provides a great opportunity 
for dads (and their sons and 
daughters) to get away to-
gether at the peak of this 
fishery’s productive season.  
The next one scheduled will 
depart June 21, 2009.  
       As we move forward, 
we will begin to offer many 
more specialty hosted trips 
just like this, in Worldwide 
Angling’s  newly added fisheries.  With these enlarged capabilities, cou-
pled with the value and dependability you’ve become accustomed to from 
Acute Angling, we believe that you, the traveling angler, will be the one 
who gains the most from our newly formed alliance. 

Where else will we go?  
Now we’ll be able to 
serve you better in more 
places than ever before.  
The schedule below will 
give you an idea of 
some of our newly 
enlarged capabilities.  
Dave Caywood has long 
term experience and 
personal relationships 
with all of the operations 
listed below.  For many 

years now, Dave has personally hosted many trips in these extraordinary 
destinations.  Each year, for example, he heads up a special, economical, 
Father’s day expedition to Reindeer Lake (Canada).  At just $1995 for 

More Destinations and Expanded Services 
 Unparalleled Resources for the Traveling Angler 
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Fishery Species Season Price Description 

Alaska 
UNALAK-
LEET 
LODGE 

5 Species of Pacific 
salmon, grayling, 
trout, arctic char 

July 17 to 
Sept. 8 

$4650 per 
week 

One of Alaska’s most isolated and well protected locations, Unalakleet River Lodge is an elegant 
jewel in the Alaskan frontier. Located 400 miles from Anchorage, on the Bering Sea, Unalakleet 
has absolutely no pressure because it is the only operation on the river!  If you want a remote, clas-
sic Alaskan frontier fishing adventure, this is it. 

Alaska 
WHALE 
PASS 
LODGE 

Steelhead, cutthroat 
and rainbow trout, 
Dolly Varden and 
four species of 
salmon  

Mid May to 
Mid Sep-
tember 

Depends 
on pack-
age.  
Starting 
at $3200 

The operators of Mission Lodge, on Bristol Bay, Alaska, heard clients say they wanted a true Alas-
kan retreat where they could bring the whole family, so they did the logical thing. They built Whale 
Pass Lodge. While the fishing is superb, so are the other activities for the non-angler. Whale watch-
ing, kayaking, hiking, beachcombing, caving, and more.  Supervised daily activities for  children 
will leave parents free to have their own private time. It’s the best of both worlds.  

Belize 
EL PESCA-
DOR 
LODGE 

Tarpon, bonefish, 
permit, snook, bill-
fish  wahoo, king-
fish, barracuda, 
grouper 

Year round $1720 for 
3 days 
fishing,  
$3420/wk 

For over 25 years, El Pescador  has been the choice of the world's top anglers.  Belize's inshore 
waters contain classic tarpon flats with the chance to sight cast to Tarpon 12 months a year. Here, 
you can achieve the angler's ultimate dream - a Grand Slam - bonefish, tarpon and permit all in one 
day!  The elegant accommodations are right on the beach and anglers can enjoy  the convenience of 
a short walk to San Pedro Town and its  restaurants, bars and night spots. 

Belize 
TURNEFFE 
ISLAND 
LODGE 

Tarpon, bonefish 
permit,  kingfish, 
barracuda 

Year 
Round 

$2900 for 
3 days 
fishing, 
$4300/wk 

Get away to your own private island. This paradise, 30 miles off the mainland is out of reach to all 
but the guests of this Swiss owned oasis. Here is the easiest place to capture the ultimate “Grand 
Slam” of fishing, permit, bonefish and tarpon in one day. If you’re looking for unpressured action, 
luxurious accommodation and great food, here it is, 30 miles offshore from everything else. 

Canada 
REINDEER 
LAKE 

Lake trout, northern 
pike 
grayling 

June to 
September 

$1995 for 
3+ days  
fishing, 
$2995/wk 

Reindeer Lake is 200 miles long and loaded with huge Northerns and lakers so fat they call them 
footballs. Built in 1950, the lodge is so steeped in tradition that there’s a book written about it. Each 
day, after a hearty breakfast in the main lodge, you and your guide will leave the lodge and fish all 
day, enjoying a fabulous shore lunch with the morning’s catch. At night you can join the others in 
the Canadian twilight before retiring to your log cabin and the warmth of the wood burning stove. 

Costa Rica 
CROCO-
DILE BAY 
LODGE 

Marlin, sailfish, 
roosterfish, dorado, 
wahoo, tuna and 
more. 

November 
To 
September 

$2595 for 
3 days 
fishing 
$3395/wk 

Perfect for the whole family! Enjoy the world’s best offshore action without feeling guilty about 
leaving non-anglers behind. Horseback riding, spa, Ecotouring, kayaking, bird watching, zip line 
canopy tours, and whale watching are just a few of the many possibilities. Costa Rica’s Pacific 
coast sits right on the deep blue water that billfish love, so there are no long runs offshore. Luxury 
accommodations, fine dinning and great fishing are all wrapped up in a guilt-free family vacation. 

Costa Rica 
OFFSHORE 
NOSARA 

Marlin, sailfish, 
roosterfish, dorado, 
wahoo, tuna and 
more. 

November 
To 
August 

7 nights, 
3 days 
fishing 
$1840/wk 

Offshore Nosara is for the angler who wants to get away from it all and relax by the ocean in his 
own beach house, all the while fishing offshore for billfish, tuna and more.  Awaken to a breakfast 
you selected the night before, prepared by your own chef in your own kitchen in your own house on 
the Pacific Ocean. Return to enjoy the evening sunset and your specially prepared dinner. 

Mexico 
EL SALTO 

Large Mouth Bass October 
To 
June 

Varies by 
length of 
stay 

Mexico’s lakes have a long history of producing the biggest bass most anglers have ever caught and 
El Salto is the best of them all. Known for its service, Anglers Inn is geared to the American Bass 
Angler, with boats as up to date as anything north of the border. Your 10 lb. largemouth bass awaits. 

Mexico 
TARPON 
CAY 

Tarpon, snook, 
permit, bonefish 

Open all 
Year 

6 Nights 
5 days 
Fishing 
$2595 

The Yucatan Peninsula has an array of destinations for tarpon, big and small. The year round resi-
dent baby tarpon get up to 30 pounds, but when the big ones come through in the summer it really 
heats up. There are actually four uniquely different destinations to choose from depending on the 
time of year and what you are looking for. A great adventure at a reasonable price. 

Imagine sharing 
this experience 
with your son or  
            daughter. 

Some of the 
world’s biggest 
sailfish prowl the 
Costa Rican coast 



The Rio Travessão Peacock 
A New Target for Anglers - Possibly New to Science as Well  

 

The Unique Rio Travessão Peacock Bass – Family  
Cichlidae – Genus Cichla 

 

     The Rio Travessão is an extraordinary, almost inaccessible, high 
gradient river, fished exclusively by Amazon Fringe Expeditions.  This 
ecological gem is located in Brazil’s northern Amazon mountains, a re-
gion known as the Guyana Shield.  Unlike the placid, slow moving wa-
ters of the lowlands Amazon basin, this region is crisscrossed by rocky 
divides and isolated by fast moving rapids and waterfalls.  The fish fauna 
here, is very different, and by low-
lands standards, very strange.  Mon-
sters roam here, including giant 
payara, trairão (an enormous cousin 
of the traira), bicuda as big as your 
leg, South America’s largest catfish 
and a peacock bass far different from 
any of its lowlands brethren. 
     Peacock bass are native South 
American predators, famed for their 
fierce attacks and tackle-busting 
fights.  Peacock bass are all mem-
bers of the Cichlid family.  Cichlids 
have long been of great scientific 
and taxonomic interest due to their 
unusually rapid speciation, espe-
cially in two unique African “rift” 
lakes.  Termed “explosive radiation” 
by early investigators, these fishes’ 
ability to adapt to a wide range of 
environments has led to important 
modifications in many long held 
theories.  Believed to have arisen 
paleohistorically in the Gond-
wanaland super-continent, the family 
today has representative species in 
Africa, South America, Madagascar 
and the Indian subcontinent.  These 
modern landmasses resulted from the 
separation by continental drift of the 
original Gondwanaland components, 
over a period from 150 to 65 million 
years ago. (For more information on 
Gondwanaland, see our website arti-
cle at  www.acuteangling.com/
Reference/SAFishArt.html ) 
    Within the Cichlid family, all 
species of peacock bass belong to the 
South American genus Cichla.  Unlike their African counterparts, taxono-
mists theorize that Neotropical (South American) cichlid diversification 
is more likely attributable to long-term genetic changes resulting from 
large scale geologic forces and isolation, rather than short-term 
“explosive radiation”.  Described as a basal genus within the family Cich-
lidae, Cichla are native to the Amazon, Orinoco, Essequibo and Maroni 
basins and have been recently transplanted to several other regions.  Until 
2006, taxonomists agreed on five accepted species of peacocks within the 
genus Cichla.  In 2006 the genus was redescribed by Dr. Sven Kullander 
and reclassified to include 15 named species.  The term peacock bass is 
indiscriminately applied to all fifteen of the described species. 
     Called ‘tucunaré’ in Brazil and ‘pavon’ in Spanish speaking coun-
tries, these predators are of significant value, both as a sportfish and for 
human consumption, throughout their natural range in Amazonia.  In 

spite of this commercial importance, Cichla have not been extensively 
studied in their natural habitat.  The regions described within their 
ranges are mostly very remote and generally contain flood-pulse rivers 
with extremely variable seasonal environments.  The lack of scientific 
data is likely due to the complex hydrological nature and the inaccessi-
bility of the region, making field analysis difficult and expensive. 
     The Rio Travessão and its physical isolation from other regions,  
may add yet another level of complexity to an already problematic tax-
onomy.  The Travessão peacock population may possibly represent an 

as yet undescribed 16th species.  In 
addition to its strict geographic isola-
tion, it is significantly different from 
its lowlands relatives both behavior-
ally and morphometrically. 
     The  Travessão peacock roams a 
wide range of water types.  Spawning 
pairs are found in quiet lagoons and 
backwaters, juveniles hide in river-
bank structure, while hunting adults 
frequent even the fastest rapids.  This 
is in contrast to the more specialized 
behavior of its lowlands brethren.  
Physically, these peacocks show dif-
ferences in several morphological and 
meristic (countable) features.  Scale 
size and lateral line counts tend to be 
species specific within Cichla, so 
taxonomists have used these charac-
ters to differentiate among the de-
scribed species.  The Travessão pea-
cock has a lateral line scale count 
unique within the genus, and statisti-
cally significantly different from its  
relatives.  Further, it is a deeper bod-
ied fish than any of the other Cichla, 
whose length to height ratios range 
between 25 to 30%.  Travessão speci-
mens’ ratio is typically 30 to 32% for 
this relationship.  Added to these 
measurable characters, Travessão is 
truly a beast of a different color as 
well.  Its bright yellow body, unique 
marking patterns and lack of typical 
red coloration in its lower fins place it 
in stark contrast to its congeners. 
     Several steps remain before the 
Travessão peacock can be described 

as a new species.  DNA analysis is currently under way to determine its 
relationships within the genus.  Additional preserved specimens are 
being prepared for analysis and comparison to other Cichla species.  A 
final step will require exploratory visits to neighboring river basins to 
ascertain the Travessão peacock’s range limitations and to confirm that 
there are no intermediate forms connecting it to neighboring species.  I 
know, I know .… this sounds like just the type of trip that a fisherman 
would sell his soul for.  Clearly, I already have.  But don’t despair, you 
too can join us and experience these great fighters for a much lower 
price than your soul.  Several spaces remain in our winter 2009 trips to 
this amazing river.  Catch these unique peacocks along with an entire 
gamut of exotic monsters that share their waters, paying only with 
money ($4250 per angler) and perhaps letting the region’s pristine 
natural beauty cleanse your soul in the bargain.  PAGE 3 



Bought any stocks lately?  Instead of the usual 
“fishy” investment, here’s an opportunity to actu-
ally invest in fishing ….  And have a great time 
while you’re at it. 
 

 Many of our readers know, or know of, Steve Townson.  
Steve  was born in England and later moved to Portugal in 1970 with his 
parents. He is fluent in Portuguese and has owned and run a successful 
landscaping business in Portugal since 1982.  He is married and has two 
daughters.  Steve, aka The Fish Finder, has been a passionate fisherman 
and wildlife enthusiast for as many years as he can remember and has 
travelled around the globe in search of some pretty crazy, wild fishing.  
From Australia to Africa, South America and Europe, he’s been search-
ing out exciting and exotic fishing to bring to the screen. Since 1995, he 
has mainly specialized in fishing the wild, untamed and often un-
chartered waters of the Amazon jungle in Portuguese-speaking Brazil.  
 Together with Paul Reiss of Acute Angling, Steve has trav-
elled throughout the Amazon Basin to some of the most remote and 
beautiful fishing locations in the world. In 2006 he won the First World 
Championship Amazon Peacock Bass Trophy by literally thousands of 
points.  Last year he won it all over again. 
 Rather than trying to wear two hats, Steve is now concentrat-
ing on the exciting new venture featured here - The Fish Finder.  He is a 
natural showman, having acted in various plays and comedies over the 
years and currently plays the drums in a 70s/80s style rock band. With 
his Oz-style outlook on screen and off, he intends to become the fisher-
man’s Steve Irwin.  
 Because of our confidence in Steve and because we believe in 
the future of his dream, we at Acute Angling are pleased to share the 
information about this opportunity with all of our readers and clients.  
Here’s a letter describing a unique offering from the entertainment in-
vestment company “Global Adventures, Inc.”, formed last year to bring 
Steve’s escapades to the small screen. 

 
Dear Angler and Fishing Enthusiast,  
     We are excited to present you with an  
unusual but exciting Amazon Fishing and 
Charter Membership opportunity.  Our 
friend and colleague, Steve Townson has 
filmed an extraordinary pilot video which is 
now becoming a production fishing series 
(made for television) highlighting extreme 

fishing in the Amazon and other exotic locations around the 
globe.  Steve has joined Global Adventures to make this happen.  We 
have received interest from ESPN and have discussed a mini-series with 
them, as well as inquiries from other networks.  Global Adventures is 
preparing this series for both TV and direct DVD sales.  We also have 
several sponsors in the queue!  You can view some pilot production 
footage on youtube.com, as well as request a DVD from Global Adven-
tures. 
     Global Adventures, as part of its venture funding effort, is establish-
ing Charter Memberships for the "Amazon Fish Finder Club" that will 
award a free trip to the Amazon (see Acute Angling’s schedule at 
www.acuteangling.com) along with Charter Member discounts on tours, 
tackle and many other incredible offers. 
     Global Adventures is looking for up to 40 investors, who each would 
fund this venture with $25,000 and become co-owners of the "Fish 
Finder" show. This will include, sometime next season, a great “Catch 
and Release” Amazon Fishing Tournament,  "The Hunt for the World 
Record Peacock Bass" with a first prize of $100,000 for a world record 

fish.  All  investors are automatically eligible to participate and enter this 
once in a life-time event that will be filmed for TV. 
     Amazon Ventures, LLC is being formed as the investment company 
that will fund the production and world-class fishing trips to the Ama-
zon.  A comprehensive investment memorandum has been prepared, and 
is available for review and examination by Charter Members, their ac-
countants and legal counselors. 
     A 50% Charter Membership Club, Amazon Ventures II, LLC is also 
being formed for Members that desire to invest only $12,500.  This In-
vestment Company will have a maximum of 80 participants and have 50% 
of the benefits that full Charter Members will receive. 
     Needless to say, this investment will not be simply a "Fishing Vanity 
Investment".  Global Adventures has a Management Team with a proven 
track record in creating wealth for shareholders.  Management background 
information will be provided to interested parties in the Private Placement 
Memorandum and Business Plan Summary prepared for this venture.  Our 
goal is to turn Global Adventures into a highly profitable venture for all 
investors. Luckily, these investors will be able to have fun too, fishing the 
Amazon as part of the Amazon Fish Finder Club, and most likely, having 
favorable income tax treatment on business related fishing expenses. 
Being co-owners of the show, and if you wish, active participants, is about 
as good as it gets for the fishing aficionado. 
     I am happy to support this venture and urge you to place your Charter 
Membership reservation by e-mailing Joe Fanelli at Global Adventures 
jfanelli@prodigy.net,  We will then send you a comprehensive informa-
tion package, a pilot DVD and a Private Placement Memorandum for your 
review and examination.  Feel free to call Joe Fanelli (San Diego) anytime 
at 760 845-3003 to discuss details. 
 
With best regards, 
Joe Fanelli, 
Co-Chairman, Global Adventures, Inc. 
 
P.S.  $250 of your investment will be donated on behalf of Global Adven-
tures to the International Game Fish Association to support biological 
research in the Amazon focused on preservation of the extraordinary 
Amazon fisheries. 

Acute Angling is joining the Global Adventures effort.  We know many of 
the business professionals involved in the management team and we’re 
confident in their ability to bring these shows to the screen.  We also be-
lieve that Steve has a great future as a unique presenter of fishing lore.  
Feel free to call Paul Reiss (866 832-2987) if you have any questions. 

Steve Townson - the “Fish Finder” 
A Fishing Investment Opportunity for Avid Anglers 
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Steve; Jenny, as a scientist/angler, what do you see as the future of this region? 
 

Jenny:  Well Steve, we’ve all heard of the slow but steady destruction of the 
Amazon.  It has long been chipped away at the edges by the encroachment of 
development and the constant deforestation it brings with it.  Recently, how-
ever, a new danger has arisen, threatening the heart of the Amazon from the 
inside.  The best name for it is probably “prosperity”.  
Brazil is enjoying unprecedented economic growth 
and a strong middle class is rapidly arising.  
Even in Manaus, a city long regarded as 
a sleepy jungle backwater, wealth and 
growth are driving expansion and develop-
ment.  The city is expanding.  A new bridge, 
previously unimaginable, is being built across 
the Rio Negro, bringing new roads, new farms and 
sadly, new deforestation.  Natural gas has been 
discovered in the dead center of the basin, 
launching a huge pipeline project bringing 
yet more deforestation.  Coupled with 
ongoing hydroelectric projects to power the 
new developments, the Amazon is now sub-
ject to attack from within. 
 

Steve; What can be done to stem this destruction? 
 

Jenny:  The answer isn’t easy or certain. Since economic forces drive this 
destruction, perhaps only economic forces can rein it in.  Sportfishing brings 
jobs and money into the Amazon, without destruction, environmental damage 
and deforestation.  Catch and release prac-
tices make sportfishing a fully sustainable 
endeavor.  Citizens earning a good living 
from the surrounding forest and river sys-
tems will act to protect it, both physically 
and politically.  Politicians dependent on 
their votes will legislate to support them.  
The Amazon can only be protected from 
within and sportfishing offers a real, sus-
tainable, and economically feasible tool to 
protect the planet’s most valuable remain-
ing wilderness. 
 

Steve; How can this be brought about? 
 

Jenny:  Well, from a scientist’s perspective, 
knowledge always helps.  In order to create 
grassroots support for such a far reaching 
change in mind-set and the necessary politi-
cal support to implement it, science plays a 
critical early role.  People need real facts 
and information in order to clearly see what 
lies in their best interests.  This is where science excels. 
 

Steve; So how can science provide this information? 
 

Jenny:  Well Steve, it starts with research.  Scientists are working on research 
to provide this information and Acute Angling and many sportfishermen are 
supporting this research both physically and fiscally. 
     A new Peacock Bass research project is currently in the planning stages. As 

you know, the impact of catch and release fishing has been scientifically 
studied in great detail for many of North America’s most beloved sport-
fish.  The information gained from this research has helped lead to func-
tional, sustainable management methods and protection from commercial 
predation for these valuable species.  Programs such as these ensure the 
conservation of a healthy population of trout, bass, stripers and muskies 
for the American angling public to enjoy.  Unfortunately, no such pro-
grams exist for many of the world’s finest sportfish. 
     The proposed new research would be the first full-scale, sanctioned 
research project of this type for this fantastic freshwater sportfish.  The 
program will seek to gain a clearer understanding of this magnificent ani-
mal’s life-cycle, the impact of catch and release fishing methods and the 
socio-economic value of a well protected sport fishery. 
 

Steve; What kind of work will be done? 
 

Jenny:  The program will model a 
protected peacock bass population’s 
distribution and demographics.  
This same population will then 
experience a period of sportfish-

ing pressure in order to be reevalu-
ated and compared to the initial model.  

Survival data obtained from this work 
could provide the foundations for future 

conservation and management programs 
to protect the fish.  Simultaneously the 

socio-economic analysis will compare 
the revenue of sportfishing with alternative 

non-sustainable practices, such as commercial 
fishing and forestry.  This may serve to demonstrate the dol-
lar and cents benefits of sportfishing and may provide the economic moti-
vation to protect the fishery. 
          Further, recognition of the socio-economic value can help spur the 
desire to protect the surrounding forests and drainages that are critical to 
the successful life-cycle of this magnificent species.  Peacocks need clear, 

blackwater to flourish.  Deforestation and 
pollution would destroy the environment 
they require and consequently destroy 
the economic benefit they bring to the 
region.  People will act to protect their 
incomes if they have the information to 
see clearly where their best interests lie.  
This is a situation where everyone gains; 
the local residents, the sportfisherman, 
the environment and the planet.  
 

Steve;  This sounds like critically impor-
tant work. 
 

Jenny:  It is, but - this must be consid-
ered just a first, small step in helping to 
preserve this precious fishery within the 
region as a whole.  It will take a far 
greater effort to ensure that an ecosystem 
exists in which this wonderful species 
can continue to provide, into the future, 

the amazing fishing experiences that we’re enjoying today.  The Amazon 
is too great a treasure to depend on any one group, or method or philoso-
phy to protect it.  The entire world has to get behind these conservation 
efforts if there is to be any real chance at protecting this last great remain-
ing wilderness.  Each of us, especially fishermen, can find ways to con-
tribute that suit us individually.  We all must do our part in as many ways 
as possible, starting with spreading the word! 

An Amazon Conservation Conversation 
Sportfishing Research as a Mechanism of Amazon Conservation 

 

During production of a new video, Steve Townson, 2-time world cham-
pion peacock bass angler and video personality, interviewed Jenny 
Reiss, a research scientist affiliated with the University of Georgia (and 
daughter of Paul Reiss), about current and proposed research that 
Acute Angling, IGFA and other interested organizations are pursuing. 

 

 

Steve and Jenny with 
the star of the show 
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Amazon Tidbits  
News from the RIVER 

 

Even more amazing than the amazing fishes of the Amazon, is 
the amount of rumor and gossip generated about it.  This col-
umn will appear from time to time in an effort to report ac-
tual news before it evolves into wildly inexplicable fiction. 
 

     Blackwater Explorer Upgrades - Last season, we barely had 
time to unpack the appliances when we rushed our newly minted 
Amazon yacht into service.  This year, we’ve taken advantage of the 
rainy-season break to finish some of the details we’ve been holding 
off on.  Here are just a few of the updates; 
          Open-air bar and lounge area - A new top has been built to 
replace the previous vinyl awning.  Now, constructed of wood and 
fiberglass, the covering features roll-down clear plastic side curtains, 
so the roomy open-air bar area can be enjoyed rain or shine. 
          Cabins - New access steps have been added to make entry to 
all berths easier.  All berths now feature safety railings. 
          Safety - All deck areas feature new, enhanced safety railings.  
The yacht has passed all newly required government safety tests. 
 
 

      Mini-Exploratory - Paul Reiss and Wellington Melo are heading 
to Brazil’s northwestern Para state to explore a potential new variety 
fishery the week of Oct. 8, 2008.  We expect to encounter peacocks, 
payara, pirapitinga and giant catfish.  We’re willing to take 1 or 2 
intrepid anglers with us.  There will be no camp staff, no services and 
no guarantees.  We’ll all share the work, the risks and the potential 
fishing rewards.  If you’re up for something like this, give us a call. 

Dear Paul,  
     Back from the Travessão, a quick note to tell you how much I enjoyed the 
trip and, most especially, the place.   What a beautiful river, so full of move-
ment, those boulders, the marvelous forest on the banks… extraordinary.   
Many thanks, 
André de Botton 
 
Hi Paul, 
     I just wanted to thank you for the great trip we had with you.  The trip out 
of Barcelos was something different, having the luxury of the Black Water 
Explorer as our base. The women were a little intrepid at the start but got 
right into the fishing – thanks to your generosity. 
     In contrast the trip down the Rio Travessão was a trip that none of us will 
forget and I feel privileged to have been able to travel to such a wild and 
exotic place. I hope that you will be able to continue your arrangements in 
this wonderful location.  
     I will forward on to you the photos of the Peacocks that I got on the 
Travessão if they are of value without the actual specimen. Time didn’t allow 
us to download our photos.  Many thanks and kind regards, 
Chris Barker 
 
Garry and Paul, 
     I just wanted to say that I had a fantastic trip on the Tapera River.  It was 
well worth the wait.  I caught all the numbers I wanted along with some big 
boys, including a 19.5lb.  All the logistics went smoothly, the food was good, 
the camp staff was good, and my guide was very good.  The only negative of 
the trip is that it will be so hard to top in the future.  Please feel free to use me 
as a reference. 
Dan Smith 

     We’re planning to do something very different this Spring.  Acute 
Angling is going to Asia and we’re inviting six select anglers to join us.  
We’ve scheduled a fishing feast designed to overwhelm the hunger of 
even the most gluttonous angler. 
     Thai waters not only contain a great array of terrific native gamefish, but 
they’ve also become a second home to many of the world’s other great fight-
ers.  And they’ve grown to giant proportions 
in these protected waters!  Have you been 
trying for years to get a giant arapaima in its 
native Amazon waters?  Most peacock an-
glers have.  In Thailand, 300 lb. arapaima 
now lurk in small, private access lakes.  
We’ll fish there!  How about Australia’s 
revered barramundi.  Yup! They’re here and 
they’re big and they’re plentiful.  Big pacu, 
surubim, aruana, even some small peacocks.  
Thai fisheries biologists have performed the 
amazing feat of introducing a huge array of 
the world’s greatest gamefish and watched 
them become so successful here that they’re 
breaking IGFA records, with sizes even 
larger than their natural homes. 
     Better yet, the native fish provide an 
even greater attraction.  Giant, topwater-
striking snakehead up to 30 pounds!  Enormous Siamese carp over 200 
pounds! Giant gourami, striped catfish and the famous Mekong catfish, con-
sidered the largest in the world.      
     We’ll access a variety of wild lakes and private reservoirs, but we’ll do it 
all in a very civilized fashion.  We’ll stay in accommodations ranging from 
first-rate Thai hotels to a unique floating teakwood guesthouse.  We’ll have 
plenty of access to Thailand’s rich culture and Bangkok’s famous nightlife.  
Our itinerary will be structured to allow anglers plenty of options to extend 
their trip and take advantage of the many non-fishing attractions in the area. 

     Best of all, it’s surprisingly inexpensive.  At just $3750 per angler, this  
is one special adventure you shouldn’t miss. 

Sample Itinerary 
Day 1 - ARRIVE BANGKOK - After clearing customs, transfer to a first 
class hotel in Bangkok to relax and decompress from your travel.  
Day 2 - FISHING AT BUNG SAM LAN LAKE - depart by van for a 

day of fishing in a closed lake 
stocked with a huge variety of 
native Thai and imported fish. In 
the late afternoon,  return to the 
hotel to freshen up and maybe have 
a massage.  Overnight in Bangkok.  
Day 3 to 7 - BANGKOK-
SRINAKARIN RESERVOIR - 
Early morning, departure for the 
Srinakarin Reservoir to fish for 
snakehead and jungle perch.  In a 
totally wild region, these waters are 
dotted with thousands of coves and 
channels, creating the perfect habi-
tat for dozens of different species; 
one of which is the famed Giant 
Snakehead. Arriving there in the 
late morning, we’ll settle into a 

typical teakwood floating house that we’ll call home for the next few days. 
Transfer to Ratchaburi afternoon of day 7.  Overnight in hotel.  
Day 8 - FISHING AT PREDATOR LAKE - Full day fishing at Predator 
Lake for a variety of native and exotic predatory fish.  The lake is reserved 
for lure and fly fishing only and is closed to locals, so there is little fishing 
pressure and a good bite on diving lures, spoons, spinner, soft plastics and 
flies.  Late day return and overnight in Bangkok.  
Day 9—DEPARTURE.  Evening transfer to airport for your international  
flight home, carrying with you an experience you’ll never forget. 

NEW TRIP - Thailand - Asian Variety Fishing 

Backlashes  
Letters From our Readers  

barramundi giant snakehead 

arapaima 



    2008 - 9   Trip Schedules & Prices                      
Note - Available 
spaces shown as 

of 7/10/08 

NEW - Thailand -  Asian variety tour - 2008 
Snakehead, Arapaima, Asian carp, barramundi, Giant Mekong catfish 

# Departs Returns Price  Availability 

T April 9, 2009 April 20 $3750 - open - 

Blackwater Explorer - Rio Madeira Basin - 2008 

# Departs Returns Price  Availability 

1 Sept. 24, 2008  Oct. 3 $3550 - openings - 

3 Oct.   1, 2008  Oct. 10 $3550 - Full - 
4 Oct.  8, 2008 Oct. 17 $3550 - Full - 
5 Oct. 15, 2008 Oct. 24 $3550 - openings - 

Macaroca Lodge - 2008 / 2009 

# Departs Returns Price  Availability 

A Dec. 3, 2008 Dec. 12 $4250 - open - 

B Dec. 10, 2008  Dec. 19 $4250 - openings - 

C Jan. 7, 2009 Jan. 16 $4250 - openings - 

D Jan. 14, 2008 Jan. 23 $4250 - open - 

Blackwater Explorer - Rio Unini/Urubaxi - 2009 

# Departs Returns Price  Availability 

I Jan. 1, 2009 Jan. 10 $4250 - Full - 

J Jan.  8, 2009  Jan. 17 $4250 - Full - 
K Jan. 15, 2009 Jan. 24 $4250 - Full - 
L Jan. 22, 2009 Jan. 31 $4250 - open - 

M Jan. 29, 2009 Feb. 7 $4250 - Full - 
N Feb.  5, 2009 Feb. 14 $4250 - open - 

O Feb. 12, 2009 Feb. 21 $4250 - open - 

P Feb. 19, 2009 Feb. 28 $4250 - open - 

Q Feb. 26, 2009 Mar. 7 $4250 - open - 

Winter  “rio Tapera” fly-in safari - 2009 

# Departs Returns Price  Availability 

A Jan. 29, 2009 Feb. 7 $4250 - 4 openings - 

B Feb. 5, 2009  Feb. 14 $4250 - Full - 

C Feb. 12, 2009 Feb. 21 $4250 - Full - 
Please Note - Peacock bass fishing is strongly affected by ambient conditions.  In 
order to ensure a quality experience for all of our clients, river and date combi-
nations may be subject to availability and access to the fishery named, along with 
weather conditions and water levels.  If any factors prevent the use of a specified 
fishery or dates, an alternative river will be used, if suitable, or alternative dates 
and/or rainchecks will be offered.  

Blackwater Explorer - Rio Unini/Urubaxi - 2008 

# Departs Returns Price  Availability 

A Oct. 24, 2008 Nov. 2 $4250 - Full - 
B Oct. 31, 2008  Nov. 9 $4250 - Full - 
C Nov. 7, 2008 Nov. 16 $4250 - Full - 

D Nov. 14, 2008 Nov. 23 $4250 - 2 openings - 

E Nov. 21, 2008 Nov. 30 Special Price - open - 

F Nov. 28, 2008 Dec. 7 $4250 - 4 openings - 

G Dec. 5, 2008 Dec. 14 $4250 - Full - 
H Dec. 12, 2008 Dec. 21 $4250 - Full - 

“Thanksgiving Special” Lodge Trip - 2008 

# Departs Returns Price  Availability 

A Nov. 19, 2008 Nov. 28 $3550 - 4 openings - 

B Nov. 26, 2008  Dec. 5 $3550 - open - 

Exploratory - research expedition - 2008 

# Departs Returns Price  Availability 

A Nov. 28, 2008 Dec. 7 $4550 - Full - 
B Dec. 5, 2008  Dec. 14 $4550 - 2 openings - 

C Nov. 12, 2008 Dec. 21 $4550 - 6 openings - 

   Peacock Bass Trips - Fall 2008       Peacock Bass Trips - Winter 2009 

Variety Trips  -  Winter and Spring 2009 

RIO PARISMINA LODGE  - TARPON AND MORE - 2008/9 

# Stay Format Price  Availability 

I 3 days 2 per room $1950 - year round - 

J 4 days 2 per room $2300 - year round - 

K 7 days 2 per room $3450 - year round - 

Multi-species variety - Rio Travessão -  2009 

# Departs Returns Price  Availability 

I Jan. 21, 2009 Jan. 30 $4250 - Full - 
J Jan. 28, 2009  Feb. 6 $4250 - 4 openings - 

K Feb. 4, 2009 Feb. 13 $4250 - Full - 
L Feb. 11, 2009 Feb. 20 $4250 - open - 

M Feb. 18, 2009 Feb. 27 $4250 - 4 openings - 

N Feb.  25, 2009 Mar. 6 $4250 - 2 openings - 

H Jan. 14, 2009 Jan. 23 $4250 - Full - 

Join us on the fishing trip of a lifetime!       Toll-free, Paul Reiss - (866) 832-2987     Garry Reiss - (866) 431-1668         
Website: www.AcuteAngling.com - E-mail: Webmaster@AcuteAngling.com  

For international calls, or from within New Jersey, USA - call 908 832-2987 or 908 431-1668 
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